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0. Introduction. The well-known imprimitivity theorem of G. W.

Mackey (see [l], [2]) provides a necessary and sufficient condition

that a representation U of a group G on a Hilbert space is induced,

i.e., realized by means of the action of G on vector-valued functions

on a quotient space of G; the condition can be formulated essentially

as the requirement that a commutative C*-algebra A of operators on

the representation space is normalized by G (that is U(a)A C/(<r_1) =A

for all o-EG).
There is, however, a class of representations realized in a similar

manner by the action of G on vector-valued holomorphic functions

for which Mackey's theorem does not apply. The purpose of this

paper is to define exactly the process of holomorphic induction and

supply an analog of the imprimitivity theorem. Now R. J. Blattner

has defined and studied in [3] a process of infinitesimal induction

which, in certain cases, yields the same result as ours; one important

difference is that he considers only functions with values in finite-

dimensional spaces, although he does not require them to be holo-

morphic in all variables; further, he does not discuss an imprimitivity

theorem.

As an application of our results, one can explain why the repre-

sentations, say, of the discrete series of the 2X2 real unimodular

group have the form given by Bargmann in [4].

1. Hilbert spaces of holomorphic functions. Let Z be a complex

manifold and let dß be a finite measure on Z. Suppose that K is a

Hilbert space and consider the collection of all functions /: Z—>K

which are holomorphic and are in L2(dß) ; clearly, this is a subspace of

L2(dß), and, in fact, a closed subspace of it. The argument for this

follows that of the scalar case, and is based upon the inequality

||/(2)11 á©(2, 2)1/2||/||2, where 0 is the reproducing kernel of the mani-

fold Z relative to dß (whose existence we assume). So we have ob-

tained a Hilbert space of holomorphic vector-valued functions, which

we shall write as H.

It is clear that for any bounded holomorphic scalar function £ on

Z, we have that i;fEH, provided fEH. We have in this way an alge-

bra of bounded operators on H which is obviously commutative and

antisymmetric. We shall assume that the manifold Z admits suffi-
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ciently many bounded scalar holomorphic functions so that they

separate points. In that case the algebra of all finite sums 2£>?'

(with i-i, f,- bounded holomorphic) will be uniformly dense in the

continuous bounded functions on Z.

2. Representations and holomorphic imprimitivities. Let us now

assume that for each a in some locally compact group G oí holo-

morphic homeomorphisms of Z, and for each zEZ, a bounded oper-

ator w(«r, z) on K is defined, having the properties:

Ml: For each zEZ, o-—»m(<r, az) is strongly continuous and, for

each aEG, z—»w(o-, z) is holomorphic.

M2: w(or, z) =w(<r, z)w(r, o—lz).

M3: w(o-, z)*w(o-, z) = idi<rp)/dp)iz)I, where diap) is defined by

the formula /zF(z) ¿(o-/x)(z) = /zF((rz) dpiz), and where crz is the result

of the action of the group element a on the point zEZ. We shall as-

sume this action to be jointly continuous.

We shall call such an object a holomorphic multiplier.

It is clear that for each aEG the function <r-/: z—>w(<r, z)fia~lz) is

holomorphic whenever / is, and is anyway defined. Because of M2,

we have that (or) -/ = o--(t-/), while M3 implies that fz(<r-f, a-g)dp

= fz(f, g)dp for any a and any fELiidp) with values in K (we have

denoted the inner product in K by ( , )). Finally, Ml implies that

the functions o-—*fz(a-f, g) dp are continuous for any f,gELi, hence

for any f,gEH. It is clear that if we denote the operator /—v/ by

<7(<r), then U is a continuous unitary representation of G on Liidu),

and since H is a closed invariant subspace, the restriction of U to H

is also a representation of G. We shall denote this again by U and

call it the representation induced by the multiplier w.

A simple computation shows that for any scalar bounded holo-

morphic function £ on Z, we have Uicr)^ Ui<r~l) = o-£, where (ît£) (z)

= £(o--1z). We shall describe this situation by saying that the algebra

of scalar bounded holomorphic functions on H forms a holomorphic

imprimitivity. Note that this algebra has the following two proper-

ties, which can be verified immediately:

II: For any f,gEH the map £?„i &?<-»£?-i (£•/• tig) is the
restriction of a unique bounded measure on Z.

12 : There exists a closed subspace L of H such that the collection

of all vectors ]££•'/•'ls dense in H while the ratio (£Zi, Çk)/{h, h) does

not depend on k, hEL. (L consists of all constant functions on Z.)

Comments, (i) Condition M2 is both necessary and sufficient for

the relation (ot)-/=ö--(t-/), since the set of all vectors/(z) with z

fixed and / variable is dense in K.
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(ii) Condition M3 is also necessary and sufficient for the action of

U to be unitary, because of the density of all functions ££;?,-.

3. Conditions for holomorphic induction. Let U be a continuous

unitary representation of the group G on a Hilbert space H and as-

sume that:

Gl: The group G is a locally compact transformation group of

holomorphic homeomorphisms of a complex manifold Z.

G2 : There exists an algebra C of bounded operators £ on H which

is a holomorphic imprimitivity, i.e., is algebraically isomorphic to an

algebra of bounded scalar holomorphic functions on Z, and, further,

conditions II, 12 of §2 are satisfied.

G3: The finite measure dß on Z which, according to II, 12 has

the property that (%ly f/2) = (h, h)S^dß, determines a reproducing

kernel 6 on Z such that, for each wEZ, the function z—►©(z, w) is

bounded; we shall denote this function by ®(w). Finally, suppose that

the holomorphic functions £ are dense in the holomorphic part of

L(dß).
Under these conditions we shall show that the representation U

is holomorphically induced by some multiplier.

Comments, (i) Given an algebra of operators, there are always sub-

spaces for which (£/i, Çl2)/(h, l2) is independent of ly l2, and, in fact,

maximal such subspaces. So that all that 12 actually asserts is that

some such maximal subspace has a complement invariant under the

algebra.

(ii) Condition II is indispensable in the sense that there can be

constructed hermitian functionals B(%, f) such that \B(£, f)|

= 11^11 »llflU> but stiu they are not the restriction of any measure.

(iii) Condition G3 is actually the only one which is not needed in

the construction of the representation from a multiplier.

4. Analysis of the vectors. Let z E Z and consider the map

I—>(@(z)/, /), with IEL and f EH. Since this is a bounded functional

on L, there is a unique f(z)EL such that (0(z)Z, f) = (l, f(z)) lor all

IEL.

Lemma (4.1). ///= £?-i£i¿.-, then f(z)= £?_i£í(z)Z¿, and, hence,

is holomorphic.

Proof. We have <&(«)/, £&<) = £<&(*)*, f ¿) = £</, k)fê(s)h dß
= £<*, h)f®(v>, 2) [fc(w)]- dß(w) - £</, *<>&(*)]"= £</, U*)h).

Lemma (4.2). For any /= £&/,-, g =£$■/&/. we have that (J, g)

-Mz),g(z))dß(z).
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Proof. Because we have

<f, g) - E «/* Mf> = S <*o */>/&& 4»

= / ( E M*)k tÂ«)ki) dpiz) = J* </(z), g(z)> dM(z).

So, if we call H0 the dense subspace of all sums E£¿¿¿> we have that

the map T defined at the beginning of this section transforms Ho

unitarily into the ij space relative to dp, with values in the Hubert

space L. But the image of H0 consists of all functions E£*(z)¿»> which

are dense in the holomorphic part of L2. Since we have that con-

vergence in the norm in Lt implies pointwise convergence (in fact,

uniform convergence on compact sets), we have shown:

Theorem (4.1). The map T is a unitary map between H and the

holomorphic part of Liidp) over Z; F(£/)(z) =£(z)(7/)(z).

5. Action of the group. Now for each zEZ and each oEG, there

is defined an operator w(o-, z) on L by means of /—>(?7(o-)/)(z).

Theorem (5.1). This correspondence determines a holomorphic multi-

plier on Z. For any f EH we have that Uia)f: z—>w(<r, z)fia~1z), i.e.,

U is induced by m.

Proof. We show this last relation first; again, it suffices to show

this for a dense subspace because w(cr, z) is bounded. So, let/= E?^>!

then 77(0-)/= ¿&*(»)$/,- T,U(fr)^U(fTl)U(fr)lt= 5>fc)(EWi),
and, evaluating both members at z, we obtain (i7(o-)/)(z)

= E£«Or~lz)WI(<r> z)/j = w(o-, z) E?i(ff_lz)^f = w(o-, z)fiff~lz). To show

Ml we note that a—>w(o-, az) = (Ui&)f)(z) is the composite of two

continuous functions, hence continuous on G. It is clear that M2

follows from the assumption that U is a representation. Unitarity

of U implies that

/ (E ti(»)[u*)]-xm, giz))dpiz)

= /(E &(«)r«W)<»(», rt)*«(<r,rt)/(s), g(z))¿(<7-v)(z)

for any /, g, <r, £<, £<; but then we get that the two measures

(f(z)> g(z))dßiz) and (w(o-, o-z)*w(o-,o-z)/(z), g(z))¿(o-_1ju)(z) are identi-

cal, and from this we have M3 immediately.

6. An application. We shall show that, in the case of the group G

of all 2 X 2 real unimodular matrices, and with U an irreducible repre-

sentation D+ik) oí the discrete series, such a holomorphic imprimitiv-

ity exists by virtue of the structure of the associated infinitesimal
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representation of the Lie algebra of G. Notations and results shall be

drawn from [4], and we shall omit all computations.

Now the element a EG can be realized as a matrix

\l    a)

with a, b complex numbers satisfying |a|2—|ô|2 = l, acting transi-

tively on the unit disc Z by z—>az= (âz + h) / (bz+a); condition Gl is

clear. The Lie algebra of G is spanned by

1 /-i    0\ 1 /   0    t\ 1 /0    1\

X0 = Tl o  i)>     Xi = tU   oj and X2 = TÍi  o)'

which are mapped by the infinitesimal representation associated to

U onto Ho, Hi and H2, respectively. Bargmann has shown in [4]

that, in case the operator Q = H\+Hl~Hl = qlis given by q=k(l — k)
with k = l/2>0 (I an integer), then there exists an orthonormal basis

fk, fk+y • • • in the representation space such that: (i) H0fk+,

= (k+s)fk+„ (ii) Ffk+,=p)+ifk+,+y Gfk+,= pl,,2fk+.-i (Gfk = 0) where
F=Hi+iH2, G = Hi-iH2 and p, = q+(k+s-l)(k+s).

We define an operator z on the representation space by means of

/*+,—> — (5+l)p,+2i/t+<+i, and observe that its bound is £1. Further-

more we have immediately that zG = k — H0 on any finite linear com-

bination of the fk+f Now we see that any power series £(z) = £a„z"

will act on our representation space provided that £ | an \ < °° ; this

produces an isomorphism between the algebra of all holomorphic

functions on Z represented by such power series and the correspond-

ing operators. To verify G2 we observe that z"/* is a multiple of /*+„

so that we can take L to be the space spanned by {fk} ; then

{%h, th)/(h, h) is obviously independent of ly h while (z"/*> 2m/*)

= (w!m!/r„rm)5nm, where rn= IJs-iP^2; but this is proportional to

fz(l— zz)l~2znzmdxdy, which means that II, 12 and therefore G2 are

satisfied. It is well known that the measure dß(z) = (1— zz)'~2dxdy

has a reproducing kernel with the required properties, and thus G3

becomes obvious. Finally we check the condition U(o-)^U(a~J) =<r£;

it suffices to do this for £(z) =z. Now the action of G on Hi is known

(see [4]), and, using this as well as the commutation relations for H0,

F, G and the relation zG = k — H0, we obtain that on every finite linear

combination of the fk+, we have U(o)zU(a~l)(ä — bz)(bHo+bk + äG)

= (az — h)(bHo+bk + äG). But the range of bH0+bk + äG is dense in

the space, as can be seen from (ii) above; so we have

U(a)zU(a-1)(d - bz) = (az - 5):
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the power series for (a — bz)~l, however, converges as previously re-

quired, hence we have that t/(o-)zZ7(o-_1) = (öz — 5)/(ä — bz) =o~lz.
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ON WANDERING SUBSPACES FOR
UNITARY OPERATORS

J. B. ROBERTSON1

Let F be a unitary operator on a complex Hubert space H. X is

said to be a wandering subspace for V if it is a subspace of H such that

VmiX)±.VniX) for all m^n. The purpose of this note is to study the

relation  between   two wandering  subspaces  X and   Y satisfying

Er-» v*(z)çEr~- vkiY).

Theorem 1. Let X and Y be wandering subspaces for a unitary oper-

ator V such that:

(a) S;__. F^çEr.-» VKY),
(b) dimpO=dim(F)<oo.

Then Er— F*(X)=Er~» VW

Proof. Let Xi, • • • , xn and yi, • ■ • , y„ be orthonormal bases for

X and Y, respectively. Since *¿£ Et"--« VkiY) we have

n oo

x,: = E   E   airkVkiyr),       airk = (*¿, Vkiyr)),
r— 1   Jb—oo

n oo

E     E      I «iri|2  < °°,      I =   1,  •   •  • , W.
r—1   Jfc——oo

It follows that
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